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scarcely believe that the new millennium has arrived. That also applies to the members of the
Paraguayan Legislative Assembly, where, in a recently held session, the new, post-dictatorship

constitution was adopted. There can be little doubt that this is a landmark day in Paraguayan history.
For the first time in recent decades, the people of Paraguay have won their independence and have
their constitution under their own control. 'Citizen legislature' For a decade, the United States and
the Latin American Coalition for a Democratic Paraguay (COLPAR) have been working to hold an

election for a constituent assembly. These efforts started as an emergency measure when
Paraguay's judicial system was controlled by a military dictatorship which was threatening to

execute "subversives" and torture its citizens. The U.S. government and the other COLPAR members,
Germany, France, Mexico, Brazil and Argentina, were in contact with the government of the newly

elected president, Andrzej Deskur, and offered a help and support mission for free democratic
elections. They were also quick to point out that the military government must yield its power, and

that free elections must be held. After a year and a half of negotiations on a form of government that
would guarantee civil liberties, the fact that the House of Representatives would be elected by

universal suffrage and would consist of a legislature and a judiciary, the people of Paraguay had won
a decisive victory in their struggle for democracy. At this point, the U.S. government and COLPAR
moved to the next step. They began working with the new constitutional assembly to draft a new

constitution and devise a plan for a constitutional referendum. For a decade, the United States and
the members of COLPAR had worked with the Paraguayan people for a free and democratic

Paraguay. They had seen the injustices of the dictatorship and would not tolerate the separation of
power in the country and its return to the dictatorship. The U
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one of the reasons why it has become the first name in the file sharing market. You can perform a

file transfer within the minimum time possible. It will also give you the best experience for free.
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variety of video files. The player provides outstanding performance, along with excellent remote
control features. With this software, you can enjoy a good performance, along with enhanced remote
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